
ON  RULED SURFACES  WHOSE FLECNODE CURVE INTERSECTS

EVERY  GENERATOR IN TWO  COINCIDENT POINTS*

BY

E. J. WILCZYNSKIf

The formulae and the theorems developed in my recent paper Studies in the

general theory of ruled surfaces are not directly applicable to the case when

04 = 0, i. e., when the flecnode curve intersects every generator in two coinci-

dent points. The general notions, employed in that paper, J may however be

applied to this special case as well, and give rise to a number of interesting and

important considerations.

§ 1.  The covariant C3.

The interpretation of the covariant C3 given in Covariants and Studies is

complete for the case 64 + 0.    It breaks down absolutely for 64 = 0.

This covariant is

(1) C3 = az-ßy,

where

a = 2(uxx - u22)p + 4uX2a + \(vxx - v22)y + vX2z,

( )
ß = 4M2iP - 2(«a- - u22)cr + v2Xy — $(vn - v22)z.§

We have

6i = Oll - U22)2 + 4W12M21 = ° •

Let us assume that the curve C is the flecnode curve, so that uX2 = 0.    We

shall then have also uxx — u22 = 0.    Further we may assume pxx = p22 = 0.

We have therefore

«,a = «n -m22=0,        Pn=P22=0,
whence

(3) a=pX2u2Xy,        ß = 4u2Xp + v2Xy-2\2u2Xz.

* Presented to the Society December 29, 1903.    Received for publication November 15, 1903.

f Of the Carnegie Institution of Washington.

% Hereafter referred to as Studies.

§ Covariants, p. 448.
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If a transformation of the independent variable be made by putting £ = fw,

we find that for the new system of differential equations

^2i = 7Yy(v2x-4u2xV), V = Y*

Therefore if u2X 4= 0, i. e., if S is not a quadric, we can always choose v in just

one way so as to make v2X = 0. We obtain therefore a perfectly definite sur-

face of the congruence T, which we will call its principal surface, and which we

shall characterize geometrically farther on.

Let us assume that the variable x has already been chosen in such a way that

8', the derivative of 8 with respect to x, shall coincide with the principal sur-

face of T.    Then v2X = 0, and (3) becomes

a = Pl2M2l2/> ß = ^U2lP-Pl2U21Z = U2lßl

where

ß = 4p—pX2z.

We have further in general (Covariants, p. 430),

p = 2y' +pxxy+pXiz,
whence

22/' =P-P12z-

The point, whose coordinates are y[, ■ ■ -, y'4, is therefore obviously the intersec-

tion of the tangent to the flecnode curve with the line PzP . The point P.

whose coordinates are given by ßx ■ ■ - ß4 is also on the line Pz P , and the cross

ratio of the four points Pp Pß PZP , is £.    The point Pa obviously coincides

with P .y
The ruled surface which the covariant C3 adjoins to S may therefore be

defined as follows. In the plane tangent to S at its flecnode P , construct a

line passing through P such that it, together with the generator, the flecnode

tangent and the tangent of the flecnode curve shall constitute a plane pencil

whose anharmonic ratio is ^. The locus of these lines is the required ruled

surface. Moreover the points of any generator of this surface are, by means

of the covariant C3 put into a one-to-one correspondence with those of g.

The lines joining corresponding points pass through P , that point of the

principal surface of the congruence T which corresponds to P ,

It only remains to give a characteristic geometric property of the principal

surface of T. For this purpose let us assume, in addition to our previous

hypotheses, that (7 is an asymptotic curve on S, i. e., let p2X = 0 . Then (Con-

gruence, p. 188).

* Congruence, p. 187.
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(4) 2o-'=M2,y -f w„s,

2o-" = u'2Xy + (u'n - \u2XpX2)z + i (u2lP + uxxa),

and

V2X =  2U2X ■

The first equation shows that the tangent to the curve Ca at Ba intersects

the generator g of S. Denote this point of intersection by PQ,. The locus of

the point Pa, is therefore a curve on S, Ca,. Its tangent at Pa, is obtained

by joining Pa, to the point Pa„ defined by the second equation (4). But

Pa„ is in the plane PzP/>P<T if and only if v2X = 0.    Put

T=U2lP  +UXXa<

then PT is a point on P Pa such that the line joining it to Pa, is a generator

of the hyperboloid H osculating S along g . We see that the tangent to Ca,

intersects Pz Br if and only if v2X = 0.

The principal surface of the congruence T is therefore defined by the follow-

ing theorem :

We draw upon the ruled surface S any asymptotic line Cz, and upon any

surface S' of the congruence T the curve Ca which corresponds to it, Bz and

Pa being corresponding points of the two curves. The tangent to Ca at Pa

always intersects the generator g of S, which passes through Px, in a certain

point P\,, whose locus gives a curve Ca, upon S. Upon S' a point Pr is

constructed such that the line PT Pa, shall be a generator of the hyperboloid

osculating S along g. The tangent to Ca, at Pa, intersects the line PZP7 if

and only if the surface S' is the principal surface of the congruence.

§ 2.   The derivative conic.

In the general case where 04 4= 0, the hyperboloid H osculating S along g

and the hyperboloid H' osculationg 5" along g' intersect along g' and a space

cubic which we have called the derivative cubic. Moreover this cubic does not

degenerate unless either S has a straight line directrix or S' is developable.

In the present case however, H and H' have besides g' the straight line f'va.

common, i. e., the flecnode tangent passing through B . The rest of their inter-

section is therefore a conic which we shall call the derivative conic.

We proceed to prove these statements and to derive the equations of the

derivative conic. Taking as tetrahedron of reference the tetrahedron P Pz P Pa,

the equation of H is
•C. vu.   ~"m   JCs„ Jü„   -    V  j

and that of H'

(u22xx - u2Xx2) [Jx4 - (Xx2u22 - X22ux2)xx + (A,2m2, - X22m„)x2]

+ ("12*1 - «11*2) C JXi - (X11M22 - \xUX2)XX + (X11M21 - \xUXx)X2]  = °-

as we have shown in Studies, equations (1) and (3).
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In our case we may put

M12=M11-M22=0> J=U\X
whence

(5) U11-V22=2Ä2M21> U12 = 0> '"n = 2M21 - Oll -.P22K1

and

2J.Xxx=-uxxvxx, 2JX12 = 0,
(6)

2JX2X = u2Xt>22 - uxxv2X,        2PX22 = - uxx v22.

We find, therefore, for H' the equation

(uxxxx—u2Xx2) lyav-XjjW,,:^] —muîc2 [^—^«n^+C^i«»—\i«n)*J«- °>

or

(7) ^M11(«1œ4-x2x3) + M21(Xu-X22)x1a;2-e/M21.a!2x4-r-[w21X21-w11M21(Xn-X22)]x2 = 0,

while the equation of Pis

Jb,   JC.     -    Jbn JOn    -     V   •

Both equations are satisfied by xx = x2 = 0, as well as by x2 = x4 = 0 which

proves that a' and f are lines upon both of these hyperboloids. They must

therefore have also a conic in common, whose plane must, according to (7), have

the equation

Mll(Xll - \2)X1 - «%«»*>< +   OllX21 - M2l(\l - \x)]Xi = 0-

If we put for abbreviation

(8) A = uxx(Xxx-X22), B=-uxxX2X-\-u2X(Xxx-X22), C=uxxu2X,

whence

(9) uxxA+pX2C=0,

we have therefore, as the equations of the derivative conic

(10) Axx — Bx2 — Cx4 = 0,        xxx4 — x2x3 = 0.

We can also express the coordinates of any point on the conic in terms of a

parameter ¿.    Any point on the hyperboloid Pean be represented in the form

This point is, moreover, a point of the conic if the condition

Aut- Bt-C=0
is satisfied, whence

C+ Bt
U==—Jt--
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If we substitute into the above equations for x, • • • x4 and multiply by ^4¿, we

find

(11) xx = t(C+ Bt),        x2 = At2,       x3 = C+Bt,        x4 = At

as the parametric equations of the conic, or in homogeneous form

(12) xx = txf,        x2=At\,        x3=t2f,        x4= Atxt2,

where

(13) ir=Btx+Ct2.

The conic of course always passes through Bp. The first question which we

naturally ask is this : when does the conic degenerate into a pair of lines ?

Clearly this can only happen if the plane

Axx — Bx2 — Cx4 = 0

intersects the hyperboloid H in a pair of lines, i. e., if it is tangent to H.

Moreover since this plane contains P , it must in that case contain at least one

of the two generators of H which pass through P . If it contains that one

which passes also through Pa we must have C = 0, i. e., since u2X + 0 (S not

being a quadric), w„ = 0. S' must therefore be a developable. If however

this plane contains the other generator through P , namely that one which

passes through P , we must have ^4 = 0, which gives either uxx = 0 as before or

else p]2 = 0, in which case the flecnode curve C would be a straight line.

Therefore, the derivative conies degenerate if and only if the surface S has

a straight line directrix, or else if the derivative of S with respect to x is one

of the developable surfaces of the congruence Y.

By an investigation similar to that in Studies, pp. 230—232, we obtain the

further result :

Tico consecutive derivative conies never intersect unless they degenerate.

§ 3.   The developable surface generated by the plane of the derivative conic.

As x changes, the plane of the conic C envelops a developable surface, the

equations of whose generator we shall now proceed to determine.

Let us form defr/dx under the assumption that ¿, : ¿2 is independent of x.

Then

d<t> *
é -f- -rr— ox

dx

will represent any point on the derivative conic Cx+Sx belonging to the argu-

ment x + Sx, where Bx is an infinitesimal. The plane of this conic will be

determined by any three points upon it.    We have (again assuming p2X = 0),
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d-¿ = y lh(B'tx + Ct2) + l(Btx + Ct2)uxxt2 + \Atxt2u2X-\

+ ■ [¿'<î - k(Btx + Ct2)pX2tx + lAtxt2uxx]

+ p [t2(B'tx + Ct2) + \(Btx + Ct2)tx]

+ o- [A'txt2 -^(Btx+ Ct2)Px2t2 + \At\-\ .

We can obtain three points of the conic Cx+Sx by putting tx = 0, ¿2 = 1 ;

¿1 = 1, ¿2 = 0 ; tx = + C, t2 = — B, which last set of values corresponds to

■¡fr = 0.    Therefore the equation of the plane of Cx+Sx is

= 0.

CuxxSx 0 2C+2CSx -CPl28x

2B+2B'ex     2A + (2A'-BpX2)Bx      Bêx ASx

[2C(B'C-BC)    2AC+(2A'C2    -2B(B'C   -2ABC+(AC
-ABCu2X]Sx        -ABCuxx)Bx     -BC')Sx -2A'BC)hx

If this determinant be developed, retaining of course only the terms of the

first order in Sec, we find that the planes of Cx and of Cx+Sx intersect along the

line

Ax, — Bx„ — Cx. = 0,

(15) 1.41
ADxx - Ex2 - CFx4 = 0,

where

D = 4A'C+2AC - BCPx2,

(16)   E = 2BCA' + 2ACB' + 2ABC -AC,

F=4AC-t-2A'C-ABuxx + A2u2X = 4AC-t- 2A'C + Au\xX2X.

Equations (15) are therefore the equations of the generators of the develop-

able surface.

This proof would not be valid if either C or B were zero. For then the

third of the three points of the conic Cx+tx which we have used to determine its

plane would coincide with one of the other two. If C = 0 the conic degener-

ates. Since however we might in the case B = 0 choose three other points of

Cx+lix, as we might also do in the general case, the result will obviously be

obtained from the general case by substituting B = 0.

We see from (15) that the generator of the developable surface passes through

P  and that it intersects the plane x3 = 0 -, in the point Px or

[C(E-BF), AC(D-F), 0, A(E-BD)],

which we may therefore represent by the expression
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(17) x= C(E- BF)y + AC(B - F)z + A(E- BB)<r.

Since the surface generated by this line joining P to Px is developable, it

must be possible to find four functions a, ß. y, S of x such that

(18) ap + ßx + yp' + &x' = 0.
Now we have

p'~è(«iiy-.Pi*or)>

and we find

(19) x'-Gy + Hz + Mp + Na,
where

G= C(E' -BF' -B'F)+ C(E- BF) + \u2XA(E- BB),

H= (AC + A'C)(B -F) + AC(B' - F) - \pX2C(E-BF)

(20) +i-uxxA(E-BB),

M=\C(E-BF),

N= A'(E- BB) + A(E' - BB' - BB) + iAC(B-F).

If we substitute these values of x and p and also the expression (17) for x

into (18), we find that a, ß, y, S must satisfy the equations

C(E-BF)ß-riuXiy+ GS = 0,

(21) AC(B-F)ß +FB = 0,

A(E-BB)ß-iPx2y + XB = 0,

a + MS=0.

Therefore the determinant of the first three equations, which expanded

becomes

(22) ipX2C(B-F)[XC-GA + FB],

must vanish identically ; i. e., since the other factors do not vanish identically,

we must have

(23) NC-GA + HB=0.

We may also verify (23) directly.    For we find from (20),

NC-GA+ HB = F(ACB' -\AC- BA'C + \B2 CPx2)

- B(ACB' - i-AC2 - BAG - \A2Bu2X + \AB2uxx)

+ E(A'C-AC - \A2u2X -\CBPl2 + iABuxx)

= \\_F(E-BB)-B(E-BF) + E(B-F)~\ =0.

We can now determine the edge of regression of the developable surface.

If yp + Sx is a point on this curve, its tangent constructed at that point must

coincide with the generator of the developable, i. e.,
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(24) 7> + S'x + yp'+ °~x'= XX + f*P
or

(f- p,)p + (S'- X)X + vp'+ èx'= 0,

which is identical with (18) if we put there

a = <y'—p,        ß = 8'—X.

But on account of (23) we can determine a, ß, <y, è so as to satisfy (18) ; we

can therefore determine X, p., y, 8 so as to satisfy (24).    Moreover we find

(25) y.8=-2GA(D-F) + 2H(E-BF):uxxA(D- F).

Therefore the edge of regression of the developable is given by the expres-

sion

k= [- 2GA(D - F) + 2PYP- BF)1P

(26)
+uxxA(D-F)[C(E-BF)y+AC(D-F)z+A(E-BD)a].

We see from (15) that the generator of the developable surface coincides

with one of the generators of H which passes through P , only if either A or

C vanishes, i. e., either if 8' is developable or if S has a straight line direc-

trix, in which cases the derivative conic degenerates. The generator of the

developable is tangent to H at Pp, neglecting the cases just mentioned only if

D — P= 0. As (26) shows, ¿Ae cuspidal edge of the developable then coin-

cides luith Cp. If the expressions for A, B, C be substituted into the condi-

tion D — F= 0, or

2(A'C-AC)- BCpX2 + ABulx - A2u2X = 0,
it becomes

4U'n-2^2-2W'2l=0,

U1X Pl2 W21

which gives on integration

u4,
(27) ^ = const.

.ri2"2i

If E - BF = 0, PK lies in the plane P9PzPa, and if E - BD = 0 in the

plane PyPzP?.

It will clearly be possible to characterize special classes of ruled surfaces (for

64 = 0 ) by special properties of the developable surfaces here considered. As

we are here dealing with the general theory of such surfaces only, we will not

go into such details at present.

We will also merely mention the fact that the relation of S to its flecnode

surface P is especially close in this case ( 64 = 0 ). In fact S is also the flec-

node surface of P. Moreover, the same hyperboloid II which osculates S along

g,  also osculates F along the corresponding generators f of F.    The  con-
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gruence I"" which belongs to the surface F in the same way as T does to S, is

therefore made up of the generators of the second set on the osculating hyper-

boloids of S, those of the first set constituting the lines of the congruence T.

All of these remarks follow easily from the equations of the flecnode surface,

which, under the assumptions pxx = ^22 = p2X = 0, assume the form

y"-2^y'-p'-qxxy+^p = 0,
(28) Pu Pn

p"+^qny'-2^p'+\2q'xx-pX2q2X-4qxx^'\y-qnp=0.
Px2 L Px2A

Moreover, since S' is a developable surface of the congruence V if qlx = 0, and

since (28) shows that Cp is then an asymptotic curve on F, we see that the

developable surfaces of the congruence intersect its focal surface F along asymp-

totic lines, as it should according to the general theory of congruences.

PAEIS, October 30, 1903.


